“Tongue-tie” has become quite a buzz word in some circles and is still quite unknown in others. Tongue-tie, professionally known as ankyloglossia, is a congenital condition in which the lingual (tongue) or labial (lip) frenulum is too tight, causing restrictions in movement that can cause significant difficulty with breastfeeding and, in some instances, other health concerns like dental, digestive and speech issues. Mothers of infants dealing with feeding challenges are often desperate to find solutions; as awareness increases about tongue and lip tie, some mothers wonder if this is something their baby may be coping with.

Parents often want to know what some typical signs of tongue/lip tie are. Each mother/baby dyad is very unique and therefore tongue/lip tie issues can present differently for everyone. Some common symptoms that may point to the infant being tongue/ lip tied include: poor latch/inability to latch, sliding off the nipple, fatigue during feeds ,sleepy feeds, poor weight gain, clicking during a feed , maternal nipple pain/damage (can feel like the infant is compressing, chewing, gumming, pinching, scraping the nipple, etc), increased maternal nipple/breast infections, compromised maternal milk supply, dribbling milk at the breast/bottle, digestive issues (increased gassiness, reflux, etc due to extra are being swallowed and poor control of the milk during a swallow), and various other feeding related challenges. Some mothers and babies may cope with some of these issues, all of these issues or even none of these issues when a tongue/lip tie presents. We must keep in mind having a frenulum is not the problem; compromised tongue mobility and functionality that cause problems for the mother and/or baby are the problem!
Mothers are tech-savvy and often turn to the computer first to research what might be causing their feeding concerns. When moms go online, they will most likely encounter some discussion about how tongue and/or lip ties can cause feeding issues. If parents suspect a tongue/ lip tie then families will often want to see a provider in-person to have their baby evaluated and treated. Sometimes families are lucky enough to have a local provider well-versed in evaluating and treating oral restrictions like tongue and lip tie. However, many mothers may not have access to this expertise in their local communities. If you suspect that your infant may have a tongue or lip tie and you’re not able to find a provider in your community to evaluate and treat this condition, consider connecting with a local international board certified lactation consultant (IBCLC) that should be able to help connect you with additional resources. Another resource is the website for the International Affiliation of Tongue-Tie Professionals (IATP) (please note that the website is just about to be launched and may or may not be live at present, do check back if needed).

Tongue and lip ties come in various shapes and sizes and can present uniquely in every baby. Many providers have only been trained to look for very prominent, classic tongue ties that often create a heart-shaped tongue. However, tongue ties can be sneaky and restrictions that are more posterior (toward the base of the tongue) cannot be easily visualized. Proper assessment and evaluation are key when identifying these types of ties because they can easily be missed at first glance. Not all providers know how to properly assess for all types of tongue and lip restrictions. While there are various assessment tools and tongue-tied classification scales that have been published, there is still no universally accepted standard of assessment and care when it comes to tongue and lip tie.
This fluctuation in assessment and treatment standards can be extremely frustrating for parents trying to seek evaluation and care for their potentially tongue and lip tied infant. If you are unsure of whether or not your provider is adept at assessing or treating various types of tongue and lip tie you may want to ask your provider the following questions:

- How do you assess for tongue/lip tie?
- How often do you treat tongue/lip tie in your practice?
- Do you treat posterior tongue ties?
- How do you perform the procedure?
- What type of follow-up care to recommend after the procedure?

Providers that routinely assess and treat babies for tongue and lip tie should be able to easily answer these questions and provide parents with enough information so that they can make an informed decision. Providers that may not be the best to assess or treat your baby include ones that rarely assess or treat for this condition, tell parents that the tongue tie will stretch or that it’s not a big deal, tell parents that they have never heard of it posterior tongue tie, or tell parents that this must be done under general anesthesia. Parents should always feel empowered to seek additional opinions and advocate for the needs of their child if they are struggling to find a provider that understands and treat oral restrictions.

If a tongue or lip tie is present and parents wish to seek treatment, what can parents expect? Various types of providers treat tongue and lip tie including: ear nose throat doctors (ENTs), pediatric dentist, oral surgeons, pediatricians, naturopathic physicians, and others qualified to do minor surgery. In most all cases, releasing the frenulum for infants is an in-office procedure, with no sedation needed. In some rare cases, or in cases with older children, sometimes light sedation is used if the parents or provider feel that the older child would be too stressed while alert, but in infants this is usually not necessary at all. Some providers release the frenulum with sterile scissors, others use laser technology. The availability and types of providers in any given community will vary as will the course of treatment. In general, this is what we tell parents coming to our practice to expect (please note that other providers may perform the treatment slightly different ways):

**What to expect when your baby needs a frenotomy/frenectomy:**

In general, the procedure is very well tolerated by babies. We take every measure to ensure that pain is minimized.

1) For a typical frenotomy (an incision of the frenulum), a topical numbing gel is applied once or twice and occasionally, if a frenectomy (frenulum tissue is removed) is needed, a small amount of local anesthetic is injected. Often, ice chips are applied directly to the area before (and sometimes after), as this helps numb the area.

2) Crying and fussiness are quite common, and most children lose only a small amount of blood. They will frequently drool afterwards until the numbing medicine wears off.

3) Pressure and ice are held to help minimize any bleeding, and the child will be returned back to you, where you have the option of immediate breastfeeding, bottle feeding or soothing depending on your preference.

4) Tylenol may be used afterwards but is often not even needed.

5) You may notice some dark brown stools or spit-ups afterwards as some blood may get swallowed after the procedure. There is very little risk involved with the frenotomy/frenectomy procedure. The biggest risk of the procedure is the potential for re-attachment to occur. In order to prevent this from happening, we work with the patient’s in our practice to keep the newly-released area open and healing well by encouraging specific mouth-work after the procedure. We encourage gently massaging/stretching the incised area, targeted oral motor work to help the tongue and mouth learning patterns, supportive bodywork, and other complementary healing modalities. By incorporating this type of gentle aftercare, we do see a reduction in reattachment and better progress overall.

Over the decades, it is no doubt that many breastfeeding relationships have probably suffered greatly due to undiagnosed tongue or lip restrictions. While more providers and parents are becoming educated about ties, we must be mindful not to think that every feeding challenge is created by a tongue or lip tie or that releasing restrictions will immediately improve the feeding situation. Sometimes there is immediate improvement after the procedure and sometimes it is a gradual
process as the tongue is supported in moving in new ways. Feeding challenges can be complex and involve layers of issues. In addition, tongue/lip tie can create other issues that may need to be proactively addressed. Infants and mothers may cope with muscular tightness, nipple damage/pain, milk supply issues, infant weight gain concerns, etc. that need further support before and after a tongue/lip tie is evaluated and treated. Working with a qualified, experienced board certified lactation consultant or other care providers that are familiar with oral restrictions is highly suggested. Coping with feeding challenges in a tongue/lip tied infant can be an emotional and physical roller coaster for families. It is our goal in writing this article that all mothers and babies receive the care they need and that awareness in regards to tongue/lip tie issues will continue to increase worldwide.

For additional resources on tongue and lip tie, please visit Luna Lactation’s website resource page and scroll down to the tongue tie section.
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